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The first draft of an “Emergency Action and Recovery Plan” for FPC-Roswell is nearing completion.  

Work on the plan has highlighted many actions the church needed to take to be prepared for various 

emergencies, whether the product of human agency or natural, and the recovery afterwards.  Ruling 

elder Bob Kurtz has led the development work on the plan. 

 

Session has had numerous discussions over the past year regarding emergency situations.  Bob Kurtz has 

surveyed other Presbyterian churches in the Presbytery of Sierra Blanca to determine what security 

measures they are taking. 

 

The attention of the American public at present is focused strongly on events involving active shooters 

(armed intruders).  However, there are many other emergency situations for which churches should be 

prepared.  Our church has completed steps to prepare for some of these situations in recent months: 

 

• The overgrown shrubs and trees at the northeast corner of the building have been removed to 

eliminate a hiding place. 

• Expired first aid kits have been replaced with new ones. 

• Fire exit maps have been posted around the church building, and lighted EXIT signs with 

emergency lights have been installed at key exterior doors. 

• Modifications have been made to the instructions for Sunday service elders, to include the 

locking of all but the main entrance door after worship begins. 

• A complete inventory of all valuable church property has been completed and entered into a 

computer database, which will make its maintenance straightforward.  In addition, over 400 

photos have been taken of church property. 

• As part of the renovations currently underway around the building, the post-mounted lights on 

the east side of the building are being replaced. 

• The draft recovery plan includes contacts for emergency personnel, as well as 

companies/services that might be needed after an event. 

 

Beyond these recent actions, the exterior door locks were replaced approximately four years ago, and a 

key-control inventory is now maintained by the church office. 

 

After reviewing and finalizing the initial version of the Emergency Action and Recovery Plan, Session 

will derive from it simple checklists to be followed in case of particular events, and post those checklists 

at strategic points around the building. 

 

Session will soon offer an armed intruder response presentation for the congregation.  Session will also 

soon consult with risk management personnel with the church’s insurance provider and bring in local 

emergency personnel for a physical site review.  Session is also considering the purchase of an 

automated external defibrillator (AED). 

 

Please address any questions, comments, or suggestions to a Session ruling elder.  The action plan, once 

developed, will see continuous revision and improvement in order to enhance the church’s response to 

emergencies of all kinds. 


